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DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR ROBOTIC MANIPULATION

Background

[0001] Many robots are program med to utilize one or more end effectors to manipu late

one or more objects. For example, a robot may utilize an end effector t o apply force to an

object and cause movement of that object. For insta nce, a robot may utilize a graspi ng end

effector or other end effector t o displace an object without necessa ri ly graspi ng that object.

Also, for insta nce, a robot may uti lize a grasping end effector such as an "im pactive" gripper or

"ingressive" gripper (e.g., physica lly penetrating an object usi ng pins, needles, etc.) t o pick up

an object from a first location, move the object to a second location, and drop off the object at

the second location.

Summary

[0002] Implementations described below provide for improvements in operational

performa nce of one or more robots when ca rrying out one or more tasks. The performa nce of

the one or more robots is improved usi ng a reinforcement lea rning process, as described

herein, which faci litates rapid lea rni ng of optimal approaches, or policies, for performing

pa rticula r physica l tasks usi ng the one or more robots. The robots are able t o use the lea rned

policies to make efficiency gai ns in the performa nce of the tasks. Physica l tasks may, for

example, be performed by the robots more quickly and/or with less electrica l power

consum ption as the descri bed reinforcement lea rning process t akes place. Such physica l tasks

may additiona lly, or alternatively, be performed more safely, or may conti nue t o be carried out

withi n defined safety pa rameters as other aspects of the robots' performa nce improves with

the lea rni ng process.

[0003] As wil l be evident from the following disclosure, the learni ng process may be

iterative. The one or more robots may perform in accorda nce with each new improved

iteration of the policy/a pproach for a particu la r task as the new iterations are passed t hrough

to the com puting appa ratus(es) responsible for control ling the robots' physica l actions. As

such, the efficiency gains referred to above, in terms of the physica l actions performed by the

robots, may occur frequently as the lea rning process contin ues. Overa ll, the rate at which the

performa nce of the robots improves, along with the resu lting efficiency gains, may be

pa rticula rly fast and may resu lt in the robots ca rryi ng out physica l tasks in an opti ma l man ner



in less time than with other learning techniques. It will be appreciated that this results in the

above-mentioned advantages, such as improved power consumption at the robots, being

experienced at an earlier stage. This is described below, for example as part of the explanation

of a decoupling between training threads and experience threads for the one or more robots in

different computer processors. In particular, it is explained that parallelizing a training

algorithm across multiple robots which pool their policy updates asynchronously can result in a

policy neural network that is more accurate and/or robust after a given number of training

iterations.

[0004] The goal in reinforcement learning is t o control an agent attempting to maximize a

reward function which, in the context of a robotic skill (also referred to herein as a task),

denotes a user-provided definition of what the robot should try to accomplish. At state x t in

time t , the agent chooses and executes action u t according to its policy 7r(u |x ) , transitions to

a new state x t according to dynamics of the robot p x t \x t , u t ) , and receives a reward r(x , u t .

The goal of reinforcement learning is find the optimal policy π * which maximizes the expected

sum of rewards from an initial state distribution. The reward is determined based on the

reward function which, as mentioned above, is dependent on the robotic task to be

accomplished. Accordingly, reinforcement learning in the robotics context seeks t o learn an

optimal policy for performance of a given robotic task.

[0005] Implementations disclosed herein utilize deep reinforcement learning to train a

policy network that parameterizes a policy for determining a robotic action based on a current

state. The current state can include the state of the robot (e.g., angles of joints of the robot,

position(s) of end effector(s) of the robot, and/or their time derivatives) and/or the current

state of one or more components in the robot's environment (e.g., a current state of sensor(s)

in the robot's environment, current pose(s) of target object(s) in the robot's environment).

The policy network can be a neural network, such as a deep neural network. For example, the

policy network can be a neural network that accepts the current state as input and that

generates, based on the input and learned policy parameters of the neural network, output

that indicates an action to be implemented. For instance, the output can indicate velocity

commands to be provided to each of the actuators of the robot, or torques to be applied to

each of the actuators of the robot. A robot can utilize a policy neural network by applying a

current state to the policy neural network at each control cycle of the robot, generating output



by processing the current state using the policy neural network, and implementing control

commands to effectuate the action indicated by the output. The state following

implementation of the control commands can then be utilized as the current state at the next

control cycle.

[0006] Implementations disclosed herein collect experience data from multiple robots that

operate simultaneously. Each robot generates instances of experience data during iterative

performance of episodes that are each explorations of performing a task, and that are each

guided based on the policy network and the current policy parameters for the policy network

during the episode. For example, during an episode a robot can generate an instance of

experience data at each control cycle of a plurality of control cycles of the robot during the

episode. Each instance of experience data can indicate a corresponding: current/beginning

state, subsequent state transitioned to from the beginning state, robotic action executed to

transition from the beginning state to the subsequent state (where the action is based on

application of the beginning state to the policy network and its current policy parameters), and

optionally a reward for the action (as determined based on the reward function). The collected

experience data is generated during the episodes and is used t o train the policy network by

iteratively updating policy parameters of the policy network based on a batch of collected

experience data. Further, prior t o performance of each of a plurality of episodes performed by

the robots, the current updated policy parameters can be provided (or retrieved) for utilization

in performance of the episode. For example, each robot can, prior t o the performance of each

of its episodes, obtain the updated policy parameters from a most recent iteration of the

training, and use the updated policy parameters in performance of the episode. Accordingly,

the experience data of each episode is based on the policy network with updated policy

parameters from a most recent (relative to the start of the episode) iteration of the training.

[0007] In many implementations, the training of the policy network is asynchronous relative

to the generation and collection of the experience data from the multiple robots. That is,

thread(s) that train/update the policy network are decoupled from the thread(s) that generate

and/or collect the experience data from the multiple robots. For example, the

training/updating threads can operate on one or more processors and the experience threads

can operate on one or more additional processors that are separate from the one or more

processors operating the training/updating threads. The decoupling between the training and



the experience threads can ensure that a difference in trai ning speed and experience collection

speed does not ha lt control programs of the robots generating the experience data, which are

often required to send controls at fixed freq uencies. In other words, the decoupli ng can ena ble

experience data col lection to continue to occur through correspondi ng experience threads

without ha lting of those threads for tra ini ng purposes. Moreover, the decou pling ena bles the

trai ning t hreads t o operate in pa ra llel with the experience threads, asynchronously and

iteratively update policy pa rameters for the policy network, and iteratively provide updated

policy pa rameters for episodes. Also, in many implementations the training thread(s) can

operate a frequency (e. g., 60 Hz) that is greater tha n one or more (e.g., all) of the control

frequencies of the robots (e. g., 20 Hz). In those implementations, rea l-world (e. g., clock on the

wall) trai ning times can be reduced (relative to techniques that do not uti lize experience data

from multi ple robots) by obtaining experience data from multiple robots operating in pa ra llel

and by performi ng the training asynchronously in sepa rate thread(s). For example, the tra ining

can occu r without any (or without less) delays that are due to not having new experience data

avai lable in a buffer. Also, for exa mple, the sepa rate threads can prevent the need t o ha lt

experience data col lection to ena ble trai ning to occur, or vice versa .

[0008] Moreover, the uti lization of experience data from multi ple robots and the

decoupling of the training and experience col lection t hreads can resu lt in a model that is more

accu rate and/or robust after a given number of training iterations, tha n if such techniques

were not uti lized. This can be due, for example, t o experience data that is generated by a

robot in a given episode bei ng based on policy parameters that are updated based on both :

past insta nces of experience data from the robot, and past instances of experience data from

other robot(s) operati ng in para llel. For example, in a third episode of a robot, the policy

pa rameters uti lized in the third episode can be based on not on ly experience data from the

f irst and/or second episode of the robot, but a lso on experience data from a first and/or

second episodes of robot(s) operati ng in pa ra llel . In this manner, the experience data

generated in the third episode is based on the policy network with updated policy pa rameters

that are trained in view of experience data from more than just two prior episodes, which can

cause experience data to be generated in the thi rd episode that leads to faster convergence

than if the update policy pa rameters were only trained in view of experience data from two

prior episodes.



[0009] In various implementations described herein, one or more of the multiple robots

generating experience data can operate asynchronously relative to one another and/or the

updated policy parameters can be provided to (or retrieved) by the robots asynchronously

prior to episode performance. In this manner, updated policy parameters provided to each of

multiple robots can vary relative t o one another. For example, at a first time a first robot can

obtain updated policy parameters for use in an episode t o be performed by the first robot. At

the first time, the second robot can still be performing a prior episode. At a second time

subsequent to the first time, the second robot can then obtain further updated policy

parameters for use in an episode that is t o be performed by the second robot and that is

immediately subsequent to the prior episode. At the second time, the further updated policy

parameters obtained can be different from the updated policy parameters obtained by the first

robot at the first time (due t o further training that occurred between the first and second

times). In this manner, the updated policy parameters obtained by the first robot at the first

time are not provided to the second robot for utilization. Rather, the more up t o date further

updated policy parameters are obtained.

[0010] In some implementations, a method is provided that includes performance of the

following steps during performance of a plurality of episodes by each of a plurality of robots,

where each of the episodes is an exploration of performing a task based on a policy neural

network representing a reinforcement learning policy for the task: storing, in a buffer,

instances of robot experience data generated during the episodes by the robots, where each of

the instances of the robot experience data is generated during a corresponding one of the

episodes, and is generated at least in part on corresponding output generated using the policy

neural network with corresponding policy parameters for the policy neural network for the

corresponding episode; iteratively generating updated policy parameters of the policy neural

network, where each of the iterations of the iteratively generating includes generating the

updated policy parameters using a group of one or more of the instances of the robot

experience data in the buffer during the iteration; and by each of the robots in conjunction

with a start of each of a plurality of the episodes performed by the robot, updating the policy

neural network to be used by the robot in the episode, wherein updating the policy neural

network includes using the updated policy parameters of a most recent iteration of the

iteratively generating the updated policy parameters.



[0011] These and other implementations disclosed herein can include one or more of the

following features.

[0012] Each of the updated policy parameters can define a corresponding value for a

corresponding node of a corresponding layer of the policy neural network.

[0013] The instances of the robot experience data for a given robot of the robots can be

stored in the buffer at a first frequency that is a lower frequency than a generating frequency

of the iteratively generating the updated policy parameters.

[0014] The instances of the robot experience data for each of the robots can be stored in

the buffer at corresponding frequencies that are each lower than a generating frequency of the

iteratively generating the updated policy parameters.

[0015] Storing, in the buffer, the instances of the robot experience data can be performed

by one more processors in a first thread and the iteratively generating can be performed by

one or more of the processors in a second thread that is separate from the first thread. For

example, the first thread can be performed by a first group of one or more of the processors

and the second thread can be performed by a second group of one or more of the processors,

where the second group is non-overlapping with the first group.

[0016] Each of the iterations of the iteratively generating can include generating the

updated policy parameters based on minimizing a loss function in view of a group of one or

more of the instances of the robot experience data in the buffer during the generating

iteration.

[0017] Each of the iterations of the iteratively generating can include off-policy learning in

view of a group of one or more of the instances of the robot experience data in the buffer

during the generating iteration. For example, the off-policy learning can be Q-learning, such as

Q-learning that utilizes a normalized advantage function (NAF) algorithm or a deep

deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm.

[0018] Each of the instances of the experience data can indicate a corresponding: beginning

robot state, subsequent robot state transitioned to from the beginning robot state, action

executed to transition from the beginning robot state to the subsequent robot state, and

reward for the action. The action executed t o transition from the beginning robot state to the

subsequent robot state can be generated based on processing of the beginning robot state

using the policy neural network with the updated policy parameters for the corresponding



episode. The reward for the action can be generated based on a reward function for the

reinforcement learning policy.

[0019] The method can further include: ceasing, based on one or more criteria, the

performance of the plurality of episodes and ceasing the iteratively generating; and providing,

for use by one or more additional robots, the policy neural network with a most recently

generated version of the updated policy parameters.

[0020] In some implementations, a method is provided that includes, by one or more

processors of a given robot: performing a given episode of explorations of performing a task

based on a policy network having a first group of policy parameters; providing first instances of

robot experience data generated based on the policy network during the given episode; and

prior to performance, by the given robot, of a subsequent episode of performing the task

based on the policy network: replacing one or more of the policy parameters of the first group

with updated policy parameters, where the updated policy parameters are generated based on

additional instances of robot experience data, generated by an additional robot during an

additional robot episode of explorations of performing the task by the additional robot; where

the subsequent episode immediately follows the first episode; and where performing the task

based on the policy network in the subsequent episode includes using the updated policy

parameters in lieu of the replaced policy parameters.

[0021] These and other implementations disclosed herein can include one or more of the

following features.

[0022] In some implementations, the method can further include generating, by one or

more additional processors and during the performance of the subsequent episode, further

updated policy parameters based on one or more of the first instances of robot experience

data generated during the first episode. The method can further include providing the further

updated policy parameters for use by the additional robot in performance of a corresponding

episode by the additional robot. In some of those implementations, the additional robot starts

performance of the corresponding episode during performance of the subsequent episode by

the given robot and/or the further updated policy parameters are not utilized by the given

robot in performance of any episodes by the given robot. In some of those implementations,

the method can further include: generating, by one or more of the additional processors, yet

further updated policy parameters, wherein the yet further updated policy parameters are



generated during the performance of the subsequent episode and are generated subsequent

to generation of the further updated policy parameters; and providing the yet further updated

policy parameters for use by the given robot in performance of a further subsequent episode,

by the given robot, of performing the task based on the policy network. The further

subsequent episode immediately follows the subsequent episode. In some version of those

implementations: the given robot starts performance of the further subsequent episode

during performance of the corresponding episode by the additional robot; the updated policy

parameters and the yet further updated policy parameters are not utilized by the additional

robot in performance of any episodes by the additional robot; and/or the updated policy

parameters are not utilized by the additional robot in performance of any episodes by the

additional robot.

[0023] The policy network can include or consist of a neural network model, and each of the

updated policy parameters can define a corresponding value for a corresponding node of a

corresponding layer of the neural network model.

[0024] In some implementations, the method further includes, during performance of the

given episode of performing the task: determining a violation, of one or more criteria for the

given robot, in a given iteration of output from the policy network; modifying the output of the

given iteration so that the one or more criteria are no longer violated; and generating a given

instance of the instances of experience data based on the modified output. The criteria can

include one or more of: joint position limits, joint velocity limits, and end effector positional

limits.

[0025] In some implementations, the method further includes generating a given

exploration of the explorations during the given episode by: applying a current state

representation as input to the policy network, the current state representation indicating a

current state of at least the given robot; generating output by processing the input using the

policy network; and providing control commands to one or more actuators of the given robot

based on the output. Providing the control commands to the actuators based on the output

can include generating modified output by adding noise t o the output; and providing the

control commands based on the modified output. The output can include a velocity or a

torque for each of a plurality of actuators of the robot, and providing the control commands

can include providing the control commands sot that the actuators apply the velocities or



torques.

[0026] Each of the first instances of the experience data can indicate a corresponding:

beginning robot state, subsequent robot state transitioned to from the beginning robot state,

action executed t o transition from the beginning robot state to the subsequent robot state,

and reward for the action.

[0027] In some implementations, a method is provided that includes receiving a given

instance of robot experience data generated by a given robot of a plurality of robots. The given

instance of the robot experience data is generated during a given episode of explorations of

performing a task based on a given version of policy parameters of a policy network utilized by

the given robot in generating the given instance. The method further includes receiving

additional instances of robot experience data from additional robots of the plurality of robots.

The additional instances are generated during episodes, by the additional robots, of

explorations of performing the task based on the policy network. The method further includes,

while the given robot and the additional robots continue the episodes of explorations of

performing the task, generating a new version of the policy parameters of the policy network

based on training of the policy network based at least in part on the given instance and the

additional instances. The method further includes providing the new version of the policy

parameters to the given robot for performing of an immediately subsequent episode of

explorations of performing the task by the given robot based on the new version of the policy

parameters.

[0028] These and other implementations disclosed herein can include one or more of the

following features.

[0029] Receiving the given instance can occur in one iteration of a plurality of experience

data iterations of receiving instances of experience data from the given robot, where the

plurality of experience data iterations occurring at a first frequency. Training the

reinforcement model t o generate the updated parameters can include performing a plurality of

training iterations including: a first training iteration of training of the policy network based at

least in part on the given instance and the additional instances; and one or more additional

training iterations of training of the policy network based on yet further instances of

experience data from a plurality of the robots. The training iterations can occur at a second

frequency that is a greater frequency than the experience data iterations.



[0030] In some implementations, a method is provided that includes iteratively receivi ng

insta nces of experience data generated by a plura lity of robots operati ng asynchronously and

simultaneously. Each of the insta nces of experience data is generated by a corresponding

robot of the plu ra lity of robots during a corresponding episode of task exploration based on a

policy neura l network. The method further incl udes iteratively training the policy network

based on the received experience data from the plura lity of robots t o generate one or more

updated pa rameters of the policy network at each of the training iterations. The method

f urther includes iteratively and asynch ronously providing instances of the updated pa rameters

t o the robots for updating the policy neu ral networks of the robots prior to the episodes of task

explorations on which the insta nces of experience data are based.

[0031] Other implementations may include a non-tra nsitory computer reada ble storage

mediu m stori ng instructions executa ble by one or more processors (e. g., one or more centra l

processi ng units (CPUs) one or more gra phics processing units (GPUs), and/or one or more

tensor processing units (TPUs)) t o perform a method such as one or more of the methods

descri bed above and/or elsewhere herein . Yet another implementation may include a system

of one or more computers and/or one or more robots that incl ude one or more processors

opera ble t o execute stored instructions t o perform a method such as one or more of the

methods described above and/or elsewhere herein .

[0032] It should be appreciated that a l l com binations of the foregoing concepts and

additiona l concepts descri bed in greater detail herei n are contemplated as being pa rt of the

subject matter disclosed herein . For example, all com binations of claimed subject matter

appea ring at the end of this disclosu re are contem plated as being pa rt of the subject matter

disclosed herein .

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0033] FIG. 1 i l lustrates an example envi ron ment in which implementations disclosed herein

may be implemented.

[0034] FIG. 2 i l lustrates one of the robots of FIG . 1 and an example of movement of a

grasping end effector of the robot along a path .

[0035] FIG. 3 is a flowcha rt i llustrati ng an example of performi ng an episode by a robot.

[0036] FIG. 4 is a flowcha rt i llustrati ng an example method of storing insta nces of

experience data.



[0037] FIG. 5 is a flow cha rt ill ustrating an example method of traini ng t o update

pa rameters of a policy network.

[0038] FIG. 6 schematica lly depicts an example architecture of a robot.

[0039] FIG. 7 schematica lly depicts an example architecture of a com puter system .

Detailed Description

[0040] Robotic applications of rei nforceme nt lea rning often com promise the autonomy of

the lea rni ng process in favor of achieving trai ning t imes that are practica l for rea l physica l

systems. This com promise of the rei nforcement lea rni ng process may be due t o introducing

hand-engineered policy representations and/or human-supplied demonstrations.

[0041] Implementations of this descri ption are directed t o extensions of deep

rei nforcement lea rning methods t o improve the operationa l performa nce of one or more

robots. As previously described, the implementations provide operationa l adva ntages, such as

efficiency gai ns in the physica l actions ca rried out by the robots, and also mitigate drawbacks

of prior robotic applications of reinforcement learning. These may incl ude mitigating the need

for hand-engi neered policy representations (e. g., "model-based" policy representations)

and/or mitigating the need for human-su pplied demonstrations. In some implementations

descri bed herein, a policy neura l network that parameterizes the policy is trai ned t hrough deep

rei nforcement lea rning, which mitigates the need for hand-engi neered policy representations.

Moreover, the policy neura l network can be "model-free" in that it does not explicitly lea rn a

model of a robotic environment. As one pa rticula r example, in some implementations deep

rei nforcement lea rning algorith ms based on off-policy training of deep Q-fu nctions can sca le t o

com plex 3D manipu lation tasks, and can lea rn deep neu ra l network policies efficiently enough

t o train based on experience data generated by rea l physica l robots. In some of those

implementations, rea l-world (e. g., clock on the wal l) tra ini ng times can be red uced by

pa ra llelizing the algorithm across multi ple robots which pool their policy updates

asynchronously. In some of those implementations, pa ra llelizi ng the algorithm across multiple

robots which pool thei r policy updates asynchronously can additiona lly and/or alternatively

result in a policy neura l network that is more accurate and/or robust after a given number of

trai ning iterations, tha n if such pa ra llelizi ng was not uti lized . This can be due, for example, t o

experience data that is generated by a robot at a given insta nce being based on policy

pa rameters that are updated based on both : past insta nces of experience data from the robot,



and past insta nces of experience data from other robot(s) operati ng in para llel . Moreover,

some imple mentations of techniques disclosed herei n enable lea rning of t hree-dimensiona l

("3D") robotic manipulation tasks (e. g., a door opening task, a pick and place task) on rea l

robots without necessitati ng any prior demonstrations or manua lly designed (e. g., "model-

based") policy representations.

[0042] As descri bed in more detai l below, in various implementations off-policy

rei nforcement lea rning methods (e.g., Q-lea rning based on off-policy training of deep Q-

f unctions) are extended to lea rn com plex manipulation policies from scratch. In some of those

various implementations, the complex manipulation policies are lea rned without user-provided

demonstrations and/or are lea rned using neura l network representations that do not req ui re

task-specific domain knowledge. Also, in some of those various implementations, the policies

are learned using an off-policy deep Q-function algorithm, such as the Deep Deterministic

Policy Gradient algorithm (DDPG) or the Norma lized Advantage Function algorithm (NAF). For

example, asynchronous deep reinforcement lea rni ng may be uti lized, such as asynch ronous

deep rei nforcement learni ng that uses a pa ra llel NAF algorith m across a plura lity of rea l

physica l robots. This may ena ble sample-efficient trai ning on rea l robotic platforms, may

ena ble greater t ime-efficiency in traini ng by using the shared experience of multiple robots,

and/or may enable more robust tra ining due to variations between the mu ltiple robots and/or

their environ ments. The improved t ime-efficiency of the training results in, for example, the

rea l physica l robots usi ng the improved policies to ca rry out physica l tasks at an earlier t ime.

This leads t o technica l advantages in the form of, for example, improved power consum ption at

the robots at earlier stage and/or, for example, a lower overa ll rate of wea r to robotic joints

due to earlier improvements in the policies and resulting physica l actions of the robots.

[0043] In some past applications of pooling experience from multiple robots (col lective

robotic lea rni ng), those applications seek t o reduce overa ll traini ng time, under the assum ption

that sim ulation time is inexpensive and the training is dominated by neura l network

backpropagation. In contrast, some implementations of this description seek t o minimize the

trai ning t ime when training based on data from rea l physica l robots, where experience is

expensive and neura l network backpropagation is com paratively cheap. For example, various

implementations disclosed herein collect experience data from multiple robots that operate

asynchronously from one another. Moreover, various implementations uti lize the collected



experience data in training a policy neural network asynchronously from (but simultaneous

with) the operation of the multiple robots. For example, a buffer of the collected experience

data from an episode of one of the robots can be utilized to update the policy neural network,

and updated policy parameters from the updated policy neural network provided for

implementation by one or more of the multiple robots before performance of corresponding

next episodes. In this manner, collection of experience data can be asynchronous among

multiple robots and asynchronous to the updating of the policy neural network. However, the

multiple robots can each utilize updated policy parameters at each episode, where those

updated policy parameters are based on experience data from past episodes of the robot and

past episodes of other robots. Such asynchronous execution and neural network training may

achieve a speedup in overall training time as a result of simultaneously collecting experiences

across multiple robotic platforms.

[0044] In real robot environments, particularly those with contact events, environment

dynamics are often not available or cannot be accurately modeled. In view of this,

implementations disclosed herein focus on model-free reinforcement learning, which includes

policy search methods and value-iteration methods. While policy search methods offer a direct

way to optimize a true objective, they often require significantly more data than value iteration

methods because of on-policy learning. Accordingly, some implementations disclosed herein

focus particularly on value iteration methods, such as value iteration methods based on Q-

learning with function approximation. Two examples of value iteration methods are DDPG and

NAF, which extend deep Q-learning to a continuous action space and are more sample-efficient

than competing policy search methods due to, for example, off-policy learning through a replay

buffer.

[0045] The goal in reinforcement learning is t o control an agent attempting to maximize a

reward function which, in the context of a robotic skill (also referred to herein as a task),

denotes a user-provided definition of what the robot should try t o accomplish. At state x t in

time t , the agent chooses and executes action u t according to its policy 7r ( |x ), transitions to

a new state x t according to the dynamics p x t \x t , u t ) , and receives a reward r(x , ) . In

implementations described herein, infinite-horizon discounted return problems are

considered. The objective of infinite-horizon discounted return problems is the -discounted

future return from time t t o T, given by Rt = ∑ =
(-_ V(x i, . The goal is t o find the



optimal policy π * which maximizes the expected sum of returns from the initial state

distribution, given by R = -

[0046] Among reinforcement learning methods, off-policy methods such as Q-learning may

offer data efficiency gains as compared to on-policy variants. This may be beneficial for robotic

applications. Q-learning learns a greedy deterministic policy π ( |x ) = δ (u t = ( by

iterating between learning the Q-function, Q x t , u t = r iz t X >t E >t „ n [Rt | x t , u t ] , of a

policy and updating the policy by greedily maximizing the Q-function, µη + (x ) =

arg max u x t> - parametrizes the action-value function, β is an arbitrary

exploration policy, and is the state visitation induced by β , the learning objective is t o

minimize the Bellman error, where the target y t is fixed as:

= E - y t )
2]

y = r x , u ) + y (x + i , (x +i))

[0047] For continuous action problems, the policy update step can be intractable for a Q-

function parametrized by deep neural networks. Accordingly, extensions of Q-learning with

function approximation may be utilized in various implementations described herein. Two

examples of extensions of Q-learning with function approximation are DDPG and NAF. DDPG

circumvents the intractability problem by adopting actor-critic method, while NAF restricts

classes of Q-function to the expression below to enable closed-form update as in the discrete

action case. During exploration, a temporally-correlated noise may optionally be added to the

policy network output.

[0048] This reinforcement learning formulation can be applied on robotic systems to learn

a variety of robotic skills defined by reward functions. However, the learning process is typically

time consuming. Accordingly, in implementations disclosed herein, a parallelized variant of

NAFor a parallelized version of DDPG may be utilized to alleviate one or both of these

concerns. This may enable learning a neural-network parametrized Q-function from scratch on

complex real robot tasks. In practical deep robotic learning applications, the learning time is

constrained by the data collection rate of real robots, which is limited to real time, rather than

network training speed. Accordingly, various implementations disclosed herein propose use of



asynchronous NAF to effectively use multiple real robots for data collection and increase the

real-world speed of learning. This, of course, achieves a more rapid improvement in real-word

robot performance, together with corresponding efficiency gains as previously discussed, when

the learned policies are implemented by the robots carrying out physical tasks. Moreover,

various implementations disclosed herein achieve aggressive exploration during Q-learning

(e.g., by adding large temporally-correlated noise to policy network output to increase a

degree of exploration), which may be beneficial and/or required when learning from scratch.

In some of those implementations, techniques may also be employed to achieve aggressive

exploration while minimizing or preventing violation of one or more criteria of the robots

performing the exploration (e.g., safety criteria and/or other criteria).

[0049] In implementations of asynchronous NAF disclosed herein, the trainer thread(s) (that

update/train the policy neural network) are separated from the experience collector thread(s)

(which each collect experience data from one or more robots during exploration). In some of

those implementations, the decoupling between the training and the collector threads may

ensure that the difference in training speed does not halt control programs of the robots

generating the experience data, which are often required t o send controls at fixed frequencies.

While the trainer thread(s) keep training from a replay buffer (populated by the experience

collector thread(s)), the experience collector thread(s) each sync their policy parameters with

the trainer thread(s) at the beginning of each episode (e.g., update their policy neural network

with updated parameters generated in a most recent iteration of the training thread), execute

commands on the robots, and push instances of experience data into the replay buffer.

[0050] Presented below is an overview of one example algorithm for performing

asynchronous NAF with N collector threads and one training thread. Although the example

algorithm is presented with one training thread, in some implementations multiple training

threads may be provided (e.g., distributed training across multiple threads).

/ / trainer thread

Randomly initialize normalized Q network Q(x,u\ 6 ) ,

where = {θ , θ ,θ ν }
Initialize target network Q' with weight Q' — Θ .

Initialize shared replay buffer R - 0
for iteration=l,/ do

Sample a random minibatch of m transitions from R



Update the weight by minimizing the loss:

Update the target network: 0 ' — Q + ( 1 - ) Q '

end for
/ / collector thread n,n = 1 ... N

Randomly initialize policy network

for episode=l, M do

Sync policy network weight θ — θ µ

Initialize a random process for action exploration
Receive initial observation state ¾i ~ ( i
for t=l, T do

Select action u = +

Execute u t and observe r t and x t+1

Send transition (x t , u t , r t , x t + t o R (shared replay buffer)
end for

end for

[0051] As described herein, in various implementations a neural network may parametrize

the action-value functions and policies. In some of those implementations, various state

representations may be utilized, as input t o the model, in generating output indicative of an

action to be implemented based on the policies. The state representations can indicate the

state of the robot and optionally the state of one or more environmental objects. As one

example, a robot state representation may include joint angles and end-effector positions, as

well as their time derivatives. In some implementations, a success signal (e.g., a target

position) may be appended to a robot state representation. As described herein, the success

signal may be utilized in determining a reward for an action and/or for other purposes. The

particular success signal will depend on the task for which reinforcement learning is taking

place. For example, for a reaching task, the success signal may be the goal/target position for

the end-effector. As another example, for a door opening task, the success signal may include

the handle position when the door is closed and the quaternion measurement of a sensor

attached to the door frame (e.g., an inertial measurement unit attached to the door frame). In

various implementations, standard feed-forward networks can be utilized as a policy neural

network to parametrize the action-value functions and policies. As one example, two-hidden-

layer network with size 100 units each may be used t o parametrize each of m(x), L(x) (Cholesky

decomposition of P(x)), and V(x) in NAF and m(x) and Q(x;u) in DDPG. For Q(x;u) in DDPG, the

action vector u may be added as another input t o a second hidden layer followed by a linear



projection . ReLU may be used as hidden activations and hyperbolic t angent (Tanh) may be

used for fina l layer activation only in policy networks m(x) t o bou nd the action sca le.

[0052] As descri bed herei n, in some implementations techniques may be employed t o

achieve aggressive exploration whi le minimizing or preventi ng violation of one or more criteria

of the robots perform ing the exploration (e. g., safety criteria and/or other criteria). In some of

those implementations, the criteria may incl ude velocity limits for each joi nt of a robot,

position limits of each joint of a robot, and/or other kinematic and/or dyna mic constrai nts of

the robot. For exam ple, if a comma nded output (e. g., by the policy network being utilized)

during exploration by a robot indicates a velocity for a joint that would exceed its velocity limit,

that velocity may be modified (e. g., sca led back to the velocity limit) prior t o implementation of

the output or, alternatively, an error may be t hrown and a new episode of exploration may

begin .

[0053] In some implementations, a bou ndi ng sphere (or other bounding sha pe(s)) for an

end effector position may be uti lized as criteria . If a com manded output during exploration by

a robot wou ld send the end effector of the robot outside of the bou nding sphere, the forwa rd

kinematics of the robot may be utilized t o project the com manded velocity onto the surface of

the sphere, plus some correction velocity. Additiona l and/or alternative criteria may be

utilized . For example, when exploration is being performed to learn certai n tasks, such as

opening/closing doors, criteria may be provided t o prevent the robot from pushing too hard

aga inst certai n objects (e. g., the door) . For instance, an additiona l bounding plane may be

added several centimeters in front of a closed position of a door and/or torq ue limits may be

added t o one or more joints of the robot (e. g., so that if the com manded velocities cou ld not

be achieved, due t o contacts with the door or hand le, the robot would not apply an excessive

amount of torque).

[0054] With reference now t o the figures, additiona l descri ption of the above and additiona l

implementations is provided. FIG. 1 i l lustrates an example environ ment in which

implementations disclosed herein may be implemented . Exa mple robots 180A and 180B are

incl uded in FIG. 1. Robots 180A and 180B are "robot arms" havi ng multi ple degrees of freedom

t o ena ble, through movement of the robots, a traversa l of grasping end effectors 182A and

182B along any of a plura lity of potentia l paths t o position the grasping end effectors 182A and

182B in desired locations. For example, with reference t o FIG . 2, an example of robot 180A



traversing its end effector along a path 201 is i l lustrated. FIG. 2 includes a pha ntom and non-

pha ntom image of the robot 180A showing two different poses of a set of poses struck by the

robot 180A and its end effector in traversi ng along the path 201. Referring again t o FIG . 1,

robots 180A and 180B each further controls the two opposed "claws" of thei r corresponding

grasping end effector 182A, 182B t o actuate the claws between at least an open position and a

closed position (and/or optiona lly a plura lity of "pa rtia lly closed" positions).

[0055] Exa mple vision sensors 184A and 184B are also i l lustrated in FIG. 1. In FIG. 1, vision

sensor 184A is mou nted at a fixed pose relative to the base or other stationa ry reference point

of robot 180A. Vision sensor 184B is also mounted at a fixed pose relative t o the base or other

stationary reference point of robot 180B. As i llustrated in FIG. 1, the pose of the vision senor

184A relative to the robot 180A is different tha n the pose of the vision sensor 184B relative t o

the robot 180B. As described herein, in some implementations this may be beneficia l t o

provide diversity of experience data generated by each of the robots 180A and/or 180B (if the

experience data is influenced at least in part by sensor data from the vision sensors 184A and

184B). Vision sensors 184A and 184B are sensors that can generate images or other vision data

related t o sha pe, color, depth, and/or other features of object(s) that are in the line of sight of

the sensors. The vision sensors 184A and 184B may be, for example, monogra phic cameras,

stereographic cameras, and/or 3D laser sca nner. A 3D laser scan ner includes one or more

lasers that emit light and one or more sensors that collect data related t o reflections of the

emitted light. A 3D laser sca nner may be, for exam ple, a t ime-of-f light 3D laser sca nner or a

tria ngu lation based 3D laser sca nner and may include a position sensitive detector (PSD) or

other optical position sensor.

[0056] The vision sensor 184A has a field of view of at least a portion of the workspace of

the robot 180A, such as the portion of the workspace that includes example spatu la 191A.

Although a resting surface for spatu la 191A is not i l lustrated in FIG. 1, it may rest on a table, a

bin, and/or other su rface(s). In other implementations more objects, fewer objects, additiona l

objects, and/or alternative objects may be provided during one or more episodes performed by

robot 180A as described herein. Each of the episodes may be an exploration in performi ng a

task that involves correspondi ng ones of the spatu la 191A and sta pler 191B (e. g., t o touch the

objects, t o "pick and place" the objects). Additiona l and/or alternative objects may be

provided. For example, for an "open a door" task, a door may be provided in the environ ment



of each of the robots 180A and 180B. The vision sensor 184B has a field of view of at least a

portion of the workspace of the robot 180B, such as the portion of the workspace that includes

exam ple sta pler 191B. Although a resti ng su rface for sta pler 191B is not i llustrated in FIG . 1, it

may rest on a t able, a bin, and/or other surface(s). In other implementations more objects,

fewer objects, additiona l objects, and/or alternative objects may be provided during one or

more episodes performed by robot 180B as descri bed herei n.

[0057] Although particula r robots 180A and 180B are ill ustrated in FIG. 1, additiona l and/or

alternative robots may be utilized, including additiona l robot arms that are simi la r t o robots

180A and 180B, robots having other robot arm forms, robots having a huma noid form, robots

having an anima l form, robots that move via one or more wheels (e.g., self-ba la nci ng robots),

submersible vehicle robots, an unma nned aeria l vehicle ("UAV"), and so forth. Also, although

pa rticula r grasping end effectors are i l lustrated in FIG. 1, additiona l and/or alternative end

effectors may be uti lized. For example, end effectors that are incapa ble of grasping may be

utilized . Additiona lly, although pa rticular mou ntings of vision sensors 184A and 184B are

i l lustrated in FIG. 1, additiona l and/or alternative mounti ngs may be uti lized - or the vision

sensors may be omitted . For example, in some implementations, vision sensors may be

mounted directly to robots, such as on non-actua ble components of the robots or on actua ble

com ponents of the robots (e. g., on the end effector o r on a component close to the end

effector) . Also, for exam ple, in some implementations, a vision sensor may be mounted on a

non-stationary structure that is sepa rate from its associated robot and/or may be mounted in a

non-stationary manner on a structu re that is sepa rate from its associated robot.

[0058] Robots 180A, 180B, and/or other robots may be utilized t o perform a plurality of

episodes that are each explorations of performing a task based on a model-free reinforcement

learning network. For example, robot 180A and robot 180B may each incl ude a policy network,

such as a deep neu ra l network that represents a determ inistic policy function . At the

begin ning of an episode, a cu rrent state of the robot (e. g., a pseudo-ra ndom ly selected sta rting

state) may be applied as input t o the policy network along with a success signa l (e.g., a target

position of an end-effector for a reaching task), and an output generated over the policy

network based on the input. The policy network output indicates an action t o be performed in

a next control cycle of the robot. For example, the policy network output may be velocity

com mands, in joi nt space, for each of the actuators of the robot. As another example, the



policy network output may be motor torq ues for each of the actuators of the robot. The action

is then implemented by the robot. The state of the robot after implementing the action can

then be applied as input t o the policy network along with the success signal, and an additiona l

output generated over the network based on the input. This may continue to be performed

iteratively (e.g., at each control cycle of the robot) unti l the success signal is achieved (e. g., as

determ ined based on a reward satisfying a criteria) and/or other criteria is met. The other

criteria can be, for example, that a tempora l duration of the episode has satisfied a threshold

(e.g., X seconds) or that a threshold quantity of control cycles has occurred. A new episode

may begin after the success signa l and/or other criteria is met.

[0059] As i l lustrated in FIG . 1 and descri bed in more detai l herei n, the experience collector

engine 112 receives insta nces of experience data generated by the robot 180A and the robot

180B (and optiona lly additiona l robot(s)) whi le they are performing episodes. For exa mple,

robot 180A may provide a new instance of experience data to the experience collector engine

112 at each of its control cycles while performi ng an episode. As another exam ple, the robot

180A can provide all insta nces of experience data generated during an episode to the

experience collector engine 112 at the conclusion of the episode. As yet another example, the

robot 180A can provide new insta nces of experience data every 0.2 seconds or at other regular

or non-regula r interval(s). Each instance of experience data is generated by a corresponding

robot based on input applied to, and/or output generated over, the policy network of the robot

in a corresponding iteration . For example, each insta nce of experience data may indicate a

current state of the robot, an action to be performed based on the output of the policy

network, a state of the robot after implementation of the action, and/or a rewa rd for the

action (as indicated by the output generated over the policy network and/or a sepa rate rewa rd

f unction).

[0060] The experience col lector engine 112 stores received instances of experience data in

replay buffer 122. The replay buffer 122 can include memory and/or a data base that is

accessible t o trai ning engine 114. Although a single experience collector engi ne 112 is

i l lustrated, it is understood that mu ltiple experience col lector engines 112 may be provided .

For example, each robot may incl ude or be associated with its own experience collector engine

and the engines may al l store the instances of experience data in the replay buffer 122.

[0061] The tra ining engine 114 iteratively trains one or more pa rameters of the policy



network 124 uti lizing tech niques such as those descri bed herein (e. g., those related to Q-

learning such as the NAF and/or DDPG varia nts). At each iteration of training, the traini ng

engine 114 may generate updated policy pa rameters utilizing a group of one or more insta nces

of experience data of the replay buffer 122. The trai ning engine 114 may optiona lly clea r the

utilized insta nce(s) from the replay buffer 122 and/or they may be otherwise clea red (e. g.,

based on a first in first out scheme).

[0062] Prior t o each performa nce of a new episode by either of the robots 180A and 180B,

the robot may update its policy network with the policy parameters that have been most

recently generated by the training engine 114. In some implementations, the policy

pa rameters may be "pushed" by the trai ning engine 114 t o the robots 180A and 180B. In some

other implementations, the policy parameters may be "pul led" by the robots 180A and 180B.

Accordingly, in implementations of FIG . 1, the robot 180A, the robot 180B, and optiona lly

additiona l robots may operate in pa ra llel whi le each are performing a plu ra lity of episodes

based on the sa me model-free reinforcement policy network. However, the policy parameters

utilized by one or more of the robots may be different from one or more other of the robots at

one or more times. For exam ple, at time Tl and prior t o the begi nning of a given episode,

robot 180A may sync its policy pa rameters with the most recently updated policy pa rameters.

However, at time Tl robot 180B may be in an episode and may stil l be operati ng under less

updated policy para meters from a prior iteration (im mediately prior or mu ltiple iterations

prior) of the trai ning engine 114. At t ime T2, the robot 180B may sync its policy pa rameters

with yet f urther updated policy parameters, but the robot 180A may sti l l be in the given

episode at time T2 and sti l l operating under the (now less) updated policy pa rameters of time

Tl.

[0063] As descri bed herei n, insta nces of experience data of each of robots 180A, 180B,

and/or other robots may be added to the replay buffer 122 by the experience col lector engine

112 as those instances of experience data are generated during para llel operation of the

robots. In some implementations, the experience data of each of the robots may be added to

the replay buffer 122 at corresponding (and optiona lly the same) frequencies of the robots

(e.g., at control cycle frequencies of the robots). For example, a robot can have a control

frequency of 60 Hz and provide experience data at 60 Hz (i. e., provide 60 insta nces of

experience data every second). In some of those implementations, the trai ning engine 114



may perform traini ng iterations at a frequency that is greater tha n one or more (e. g., all) of the

frequencies of the robots - and may perform those iterations while the robots contin ue t o

operate in pa ra llel and generate experience data based on episodes. One or more of these

techniques may ena ble convergence of a policy network t o occu r more quickly tha n if such

techniques were not employed .

[0064] Experience col lector engine 112, replay buffer 122, trai ning engine 114, and policy

network 124 are i l lustrated in FIG. 1 as sepa rate from the robots 180A and 180B. However, in

some imple mentations, all or aspects of one or more of those components may be

implemented on robot 180A and/or robot 180B (e. g., via one or more processors of robots

180A and 180B). For example, robots 180A and 180B may each incl ude an insta nce of the

experience collector engine 112. In some implementations, al l or aspects of one or more of

those com ponents may be implemented on one or more com puter systems that are sepa rate

from, but in network com munication with, robots 180A and 180B. In some of those

implementations, experience data can be transmitted from a robot to the com ponents over

one or more networks, and updated policy pa rameters can be tra nsmitted from the

com ponents t o the robot over one or more of the networks.

[0065] FIG. 3 is a flowcha rt i llustrati ng an example method 300 of performing object motion

attem pts and stori ng data associated with the object motion attem pts. For convenience, the

operations of the flow cha rt are descri bed with reference to a system that performs the

operations. This system may include one or more components of a robot, such as a processor

and/or robot control system of robot 180A, 180B, 640, and/or other robot. Moreover, whi le

operations of method 300 are shown in a particu la r order, this is not meant t o be limiting. One

or more operations may be reordered, omitted or added .

[0066] At block 352, an episode sta rts t o perform a task.

[0067] At block 354, the system syncs policy pa rameters of a policy network used by the

system based on updated parameters, if any updated pa rameters are availa ble. For example,

the system may replace one or more policy parameters of the policy network with one or more

recently updated policy pa rameters generated based on the method 500 of FIG . 5 . In some

implementations, replacing a policy parameter with another policy pa rameter com prises

replacing a value, of a node of a neura l network model, with another value.

[0068] At block 356, the system initia lizes a random process for task exploration. As used



herein, random includes pseudo-ra ndom as well as truly random . As one example, the system

may cause an end effector of the robot to move to a random starting position . As another

example, the system may cause each of the joints of the robot to each assume a particu la r

motion state (e. g., particula r position, velocity, and/or acceleration).

[0069] At block 358, the system identifies a current state. The current state can incl ude the

current robot state and/or the cu rrent state of one or more environmenta l objects. The

current state of the environmenta l objects can be determi ned based on sensors attached to

those envi ron menta l objects and/or based on sensor data from the robot. For example, the

current state of an envi ron menta l object can be based on sensor data from one or more

sensors, such as an inertia l measurement unit ("I M U") attached to a door when the task is t o

open the door. Also, for example, the current state of an environmenta l object can be based

on vision sensor data captured by a vision senor of the robot (e. g., a current position of an

object can be determined based on vision sensor data from a vision sensor of the robot). At

the first iteration of block 358 the robot state of the current w i l l be the initia l robot state after

the initia lization of block 356. For example, the initia l robot state may include the curre nt state

of one or more components of the robot such as positions, velocity, and/or acceleration of

each of the joints, and/or of the end-effector.

[0070] At block 360, the system selects an action to implement based on the current state

and based on the policy network. For example, the system may apply the current state as

input to a reinforcement lea rning policy model and generate, over the model based on the

input, output that indicates an action to implement. The system may select the action based

on the output. In some implementations, the output includes torque va lues and/or other

va lues t o apply to actuators of a robot, and selecting the action can com prise selecting those

va lues as the action. In implementations where additiona l and/or alternative current

observations are identified at bock 358, they may also be applied as input to the policy

network.

[0071] At block 362, the system executes the action and observes the rewa rd and the

subsequent state that results from the action . For exam ple, the system may generate one or

more motion com mands t o cause one or more of the actuators t o move and effectuate the

action . The system may observe the rewa rd based on a rewa rd function and optiona lly based

on a success signa l provided to the system . For example, the rewa rd function for a task of an



end effector reaching a target pose may be based on a difference between a pose of the end

effector that results from the action and the target pose (where the target pose is provided as

a success signal). The subsequent state can include a subsequent robot state and/or a

subsequent state of one or more environmental objects. For example, the subsequent robot

state may include the state of one or more components of the robot as a result of the action,

such as positions, velocity, and/or acceleration of each of the joints, and/or of the end-effector.

In some implementations, at block 362 the system additionally or alternatively identifies other

observations as result of the action, such as vision sensor data captured by a vision sensor of

the robot after implementation of the action and/or other sensor data from other sensor(s)

after implementation of the action.

[0072] At block 364, the system sends an instance of experience data t o a replay buffer. For

example, the system may itself store the instance in the replay buffer o r provide the instance

t o a separate component that stores the instance in the replay buffer. As described with

respect t o method 500 of FIG. 5, the instance and other instances from other robots may be

used during training t o update the policy parameters. In some implementations, the

experience data may include data indicating the current state of block 358, the action of 360,

and/or the observed reward and/or subsequent state of block 362.

[0073] At block 366, the system determines if success or other criteria has been met. For

example, the system may determine success if the reward observed at block 362 satisfies a

threshold. Also, for example, another criteria may be that a threshold time and/or threshold

number of iterations of blocks 358, 360, 362, and 364 have been satisfied.

[0074] If the system determines success or other criteria has been met, the system

proceeds t o block 352 and starts a new episode. It is noted that in the new episode the system

can, at block 354 of the new episode, sync the policy parameters with one or more updated

parameters that are updated relative t o those in the immediately preceding episode (as a

result of simultaneous updating of those parameters per method 500 of FIG. 5 and/or other

methods). For example, the updated parameters can be updated per method 500 of FIG. 5

utilizing experience data from one or more other robots that are asynchronously generating

experience data according to the method 300 of FIG. 3. In these and other manners, each

episode of FIG. 3 can utilize policy parameters that are updated based on experience data from

other robot(s). This can result in each episode generating experience data that enables more



efficient tra ining. Multiple episodes may be performed by the system utilizi ng method 300

until trai ning (per method 500 of FIG . 5 and/or other methods) is com pleted and/or unti l some

other signa l is received (e.g., an error occurs).

[0075] If the system determi nes success or other criteria has not been met, the system

proceeds to block 358 and performs an additiona l iteration of blocks 358, 360, 362, and 364.

[0076] In FIG . 3, blocks 370, 372, and 374 are also i l lustrated and represent optiona l blocks

that may be implemented to determ ine if any of the actions of block 360 violate one or more

criteria for the robot and, if so, t o take a corrective action prior t o execution of the action at

block 362. At block 370, the system determines whether the action of block 360 violates one

or more robot criteria . If not, the system proceeds to block 362 and executes the action.

[0077] If the system determi nes the action of block 360 does violate one or more robot

criteria, the system proceeds to block 372 or block 374. At block 372, the system may modify

the action so that it no longer violates the criteria, and provide the modified action for

execution at block 362 in lieu of the action . For example, if the violation is of a velocity

constraint, the action may be modified so that the velocity constraint is no longer violated . The

modified action can be provided in the insta nce of experience data in lieu of the non-modified

action .

[0078] At block 374 the system may optiona lly cease the episode in response t o certai n

violations of robot criteria . If the system ceases the episode at block 374, the system may

retu rn t o block 352 and/or wait for intervention (e. g., human intervention).

[0079] As descri bed herei n, in many implementations, the method 300 of FIG . 3 may be

implemented on each of a plura lity of robots operati ng in pa ra llel during one or more (e. g., all)

of their respective iterations of method 300. For example, one or more processors of a f irst

robot can be perform ing an insta ntiation of method 300, one or more processors of a second

robot can be perform ing an insta ntiation of method 300, etc. This may ena ble more instances

of experience data to be generated in a given time period tha n if only one robot was operating

the method 300. This ca n result in time-efficient trai ning of a policy neura l network in

implementations where tra ining of the policy neura l network occu rs at a greater frequency

than generation of experience data by a given robot. Additiona lly, this can ena ble each

episode of the method 300 by a given robot to utilize experience data that is updated based on

experience data from other robot(s). This can result in trai ning of a policy neu ra l network that



converges in fewer iterations tha n if asynch ronous training based on asynchronous experience

data was not utilized. Moreover, in implementations where end effectors, sensors, actuators,

and/or other hardwa re com ponents of the plura lity of robots vary and/or wea r differently,

and/or in which different robots interact with different objects (e. g., objects of different sizes,

different weights, different sha pes, different tra nsl ucencies, different materia ls) and/or in

different envi ron ments (e.g., differe nt surfaces, different lighting, different envi ronmenta l

obstacles), uti lization, in trai ning, of experience data generated by the plura lity of robots may

provide robustness, in the trained policy network, t o various robotic and/or envi ron menta l

configu rations.

[0080] FIG. 4 is a flowcha rt i llustrati ng an example method 400 of storing insta nces of

experience data. For convenience, the operations of the flow cha rt are described with

reference t o a system that performs the operations. This system may include one or more

com ponents of one or more com puter systems, such as a processor and/or may include one or

more com ponents of one or more robots, such as a processor and/or robot control system of a

robot. Moreover, while operations of method 400 are shown in a pa rticula r order, this is not

mea nt to be lim iting. One or more operations may be reordered, omitted or added .

[0081] At block 452, experience data col lection starts.

[0082] At block 454, the system receives an insta nce of experience data for a robot. The

robot is one of multi ple robots providi ng experience data t o the system and/or other systems

in para llel (but optiona lly at different frequencies). For example, the robots may each be

implementing the method 300 of FIG. 3 and block 454 may be performed in response t o each

insta nce of performance of block 364 of the method 300.

[0083] At block 456, the system stores the insta nce of experience data in a replay buffer. At

block 458, the system determi nes whether trai ning is com plete. The system may determi ne

trai ning is complete in response t o a signa l from an optiona lly sepa rate traini ng system that is

updating policy pa rameters based on the experience data stored in the replay buffer.

[0084] If the system determi nes at block 458 that training is not complete, the system

retu rns t o block 454 and receives an additiona l insta nce of experience data (from the same

robot or a different robot). It is understood that multiple threads of one or more of the blocks

of method 400 may be implemented t o ena ble simu ltaneous receipt of experience data from

multiple robots.



[0085] If the system determi nes at block 458 that training is com plete, the experience data

col lection ends at block 460.

[0086] Although method 300 and method 400 are i l lustrated in sepa rate figures herein for

the sa ke of cla rity, it is understood that one or more blocks of method 400 may be performed

by the same com ponent(s) that perform one or more blocks of the method 300. For example,

one or more (e. g., all) of the blocks of method 300 and the method 400 may be performed by

processor(s) of a robot. Also, it is understood that one or more blocks of method 400 may be

performed in com bination with, o r precedi ng or fol lowi ng, one or more blocks of method 300.

[0087] FIG. 5 is a flowcha rt i llustrati ng an example method 500 of training t o update

pa rameters of a policy network. For convenience, the operations of the flow cha rt are

descri bed with reference t o a system that performs the operations. This system may incl ude

one or more components of a com puter system, such as a processor (e.g., a GPU and/or CPU)

of tra ining engi ne 114 and/or other com puter system . Moreover, whi le operations of method

500 are shown in a particula r order, this is not mea nt t o be limiting. One or more operations

may be reordered, omitted or added .

[0088] At block 552, trai ning sta rts.

[0089] At block 554, the system initia lizes a norma lized Q network, such as a norma lized Q

network that parameterizes a random ly initia lized Q-function estimate. For exa mple, the

system may initia lize the norma lized Q network Q x , where 9 Q = { θ , θ , θ ν } .

[0090] At block 556, the system initia lizes a t arget policy network, which outputs actions

that are inputs t o the norma lized Q network initialized at block 554. For example, the system

may initialize a t arget policy network Q' with weight 9 Q' — 9 Q .

[0091] At block 558, the system sa mples a batch of experience data from a replay buffer.

For example, the system may sample of batch of one or more instances of experience data

stored in a replay buffer based on the method 300 of FIG . 3 and/or the method 400 of FIG . 4 .

[0092] In some implementations, for the experience data, the system sets

[0093] At block 560, the system updates the norma lized Q network based on the experience

data sampled at block 558. For example, the system may perform backpropagation and/or

other tech niques on the Q network based on a loss function . For insta nce, the system may



update the weight of the Q network by minimizing the loss: L = ( —

[0094] At block 562, the system updates the target policy network based on the update to

the normalized Q network. For example, the system may update the target policy network

based on the gradient of the loss function with respect to the network parameters. For

instance, the system may update the target policy network based on: 0Q' — τθ + (1 - τ) ' .

[0095] At block 564, the system provides updates for use by robots in upcoming episodes.

For example, the system may provide updated policy parameters and/or other parameters for

use by the robots in upcoming episodes.

[0096] At block 566, the system determines whether training is complete. In some

implementations, determining that training is complete may be based on: determining that

convergence has been achieved, a threshold quantity of iterations of blocks 558-564 have

occurred, all available experience data has been processed, a threshold amount of time has

passed, and/or other criteria has been satisfied.

[0097] If the system determines training is complete, the training ends at block 568. If the

system determines training is not complete, the system proceeds back to block 558. As

described herein, method 500 may be performed simultaneous with methods 300 and 400

described herein. In some of those implementations, the frequency of performance of an

iteration of the method 500 may be greater than the frequency of the performance of an

iteration of the method 300 and/or 400. As one non-limiting example, the method 500 may be

performed at a rate of 100Hz and the method 300 may be performed at a rate of 20Hz. It is

noted that in some implementations method 300, method 400, and/or method 500 may be

performed "continuously" in that experience data is continuously generated by one or more

real world robots, and utilized to continuously update the target policy network.

[0098] To provide some additional detail on implementations described herein, some

example tasks that may be learned through reinforcement learning techniques disclosed herein

are described in more detail. Some examples of tasks include random-target reaching, door

pushing and/or pulling, and pick and place. For example, in a reaching task a robot arm may try

to reach a random target in space from a fixed initial configuration. A random target is

generated per episode by sampling points uniformly from a cube of size 0.2 m centered around

a point. The random target may be provided as the success signal. Given the end-effector



position e and the t arget position y, the rewa rd function may be : r(x; u) = q d(y; e(x) )

C2U U.

[0099] Also, for example, in a door pushing and pulling task, a robot arm may try t o open a

door by pushing or pu lling a hand le of the door. The handle can be turned downwa rd for up t o

90 degrees, whi le the door can be opened up t o 90 degrees in both directions. The door has

a spring such that it closes gradua lly when no force is applied . The door has a latch such that

it could only open the door on ly when the hand le is turned past approxi mately 60 degrees. An

IM U sensor attached t o the door can be used for door angle measurements, and quaternion

readings from the IM U sensor can be used t o com pute the loss. For example, the rewa rd

f unction can be com posed of two pa rts: the closeness of the end-effector t o the hand le, and

the measure of how much the door is opened in the right direction . The first part of the

rewa rd function depends on the dista nce between end-effector position e and the handle

position h in its neutra l state. The second pa rt of the rewa rd function depends on the dista nce

between the quaternion of the handle q and its va lue when the handle is t urned and door is

opened q0 . State featu res can include the joint angles of the robot arm and their time

derivatives, the end-effector position, the resting door handle position, the door frame position,

the door angle, and the handle angle.

[00100] FIG. 6 schematica lly depicts an example architecture of a robot 640. The robot 640

incl udes a robot control system 660, one or more operationa l components 640a-640n, and one

or more sensors 642a-642m . The sensors 642a-642m may include, for example, vision sensors,

light sensors, pressure sensors, pressure wave sensors (e.g., microphones), proxi mity sensors,

accelerometers, gyroscopes, thermometers, ba rometers, and so forth . Whi le sensors 642a-m

are depicted as being integra l with robot 620, this is not mea nt t o be limiting. In some

implementations, sensors 642a-m may be located externa l t o robot 620, e.g., as sta nda lone

units.

[00101] Operationa l com ponents 640a-640n may include, for example, one or more end

effectors and/or one or more servo motors or other actuators t o effectuate movement of one

or more com ponents of the robot. For example, the robot 620 may have multiple degrees of

freedom and each of the actuators may control actuation of the robot 620 within one or more

of the degrees of freedom responsive t o the control com mands. As used herein, the term

actuator encom passes a mecha nica l or electrica l device that creates motion (e. g., a motor), in



addition to any driver(s) that may be associated with the actuator and that translate received

control commands into one or more signals for driving the actuator. Accordingly, providing a

control command t o an actuator may comprise providing the control command to a driver that

translates the control command into appropriate signals for driving an electrical o r mechanical

device to create desired motion.

[00102] The robot control system 660 may be implemented in one or more processors, such

as a CPU, GPU, and/or other controller(s) of the robot 620. In some implementations, the

robot 620 may comprise a "brain box" that may include all or aspects of the control system

660. For example, the brain box may provide real time bursts of data t o the operational

components 640a-n, with each of the real time bursts comprising a set of one or more control

commands that dictate, inter alia, the parameters of motion (if any) for each of one or more of

the operational components 640a-n. In some implementations, the robot control system 660

may perform one or more aspects of methods 300, 400, and/or 500 described herein.

[00103] As described herein, in some implementations all or aspects of the control

commands generated by control system 660 in moving one or more components of a robot

may be based on output generated over a policy network based on a current robot state

and/or other observations. Although control system 660 is illustrated in FIG. 6 as an integral

part of the robot 620, in some implementations, all or aspects of the control system 660 may

be implemented in a component that is separate from, but in communication with, robot 620.

For example, all or aspects of control system 660 may be implemented on one or more

computing devices that are in wired and/or wireless communication with the robot 620, such

as computing device 710.

[00104] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an example computing device 710 that may optionally be

utilized t o perform one or more aspects of techniques described herein. Computing device 710

typically includes at least one processor 714 which communicates with a number of peripheral

devices via bus subsystem 712. These peripheral devices may include a storage subsystem 724,

including, for example, a memory subsystem 725 and a file storage subsystem 726, user

interface output devices 720, user interface input devices 722, and a network interface

subsystem 716. The input and output devices allow user interaction with computing

device 710. Network interface subsystem 716 provides an interface t o outside networks and is

coupled t o corresponding interface devices in other computing devices.



[00105] User interface input devices 722 may include a keyboard, pointing devices such as a

mouse, trackball, touchpad, or graphics tablet, a scanner, a touchscreen incorporated into the

display, audio input devices such as voice recognition systems, microphones, and/or other

types of input devices. In general, use of the term "input device" is intended t o include all

possible types of devices and ways t o input information into computing device 710 or onto a

communication network.

[00106] User interface output devices 720 may include a display subsystem, a printer, a fax

machine, or non-visual displays such as audio output devices. The display subsystem may

include a cathode ray tube (CRT), a flat-panel device such as a liquid crystal display (LCD), a

projection device, or some other mechanism for creating a visible image. The display

subsystem may also provide non-visual display such as via audio output devices. In general,

use of the term "output device" is intended t o include all possible types of devices and ways t o

output information from computing device 710 t o the user o r t o another machine or

computing device.

[00107] Storage subsystem 724 stores programming and data constructs that provide the

functionality of some or all of the modules described herein. For example, the storage

subsystem 724 may include the logic t o perform selected aspects of the method of FIGS. 3, 4,

and/or 5 .

[00108] These software modules are generally executed by processor 714 alone or in

combination with other processors. Memory 725 used in the storage subsystem 724 can

include a number of memories including a main random access memory (RAM) 730 for storage

of instructions and data during program execution and a read only memory (ROM) 732 in

which fixed instructions are stored. A file storage subsystem 726 can provide persistent

storage for program and data files, and may include a hard disk drive, a floppy disk drive along

with associated removable media, a CD-ROM drive, an optical drive, or removable media

cartridges. The modules implementing the functionality of certain implementations may be

stored by file storage subsystem 726 in the storage subsystem 724, or in other machines

accessible by the processor(s) 714.

[00109] Bus subsystem 712 provides a mechanism for letting the various components and

subsystems of computing device 710 communicate with each other as intended. Although bus

subsystem 712 is shown schematically as a single bus, alternative implementations of the bus



subsystem may use multiple busses.

[00110] Computing device 710 can be of varying types including a workstation, server,

computing cluster, blade server, server farm, or any other data processing system or

computing device. Due t o the ever-changing nature of computers and networks, the

description of computing device 710 depicted in Fig. 7 is intended only as a specific example for

purposes of illustrating some implementations. Many other configurations of computing

device 710 are possible having more or fewer components than the computing device depicted

in Fig. 7 .

[00111] While several implementations have been described and illustrated herein, a variety

of other means and/or structures for performing the function and/or obtaining the results

and/or one or more of the advantages described herein may be utilized, and each of such

variations and/or modifications is deemed to be within the scope of the implementations

described herein. More generally, all parameters, dimensions, materials, and configurations

described herein are meant t o be exemplary and that the actual parameters, dimensions,

materials, and/or configurations will depend upon the specific application or applications for

which the teachings is/are used. Those skilled in the art will recognize, or be able t o ascertain

using no more than routine experimentation, many equivalents t o the specific

implementations described herein. It is, therefore, t o be understood that the foregoing

implementations are presented by way of example only and that, within the scope of the

appended claims and equivalents thereto, implementations may be practiced otherwise than

as specifically described and claimed. Implementations of the present disclosure are directed

t o each individual feature, system, article, material, kit, and/or method described herein. In

addition, any combination of two or more such features, systems, articles, materials, kits,

and/or methods, if such features, systems, articles, materials, kits, and/or methods are not

mutually inconsistent, is included within the scope of the present disclosure.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method implemented by one or more processors, comprising:

during performance of a plurality of episodes by each of a plurality of robots, each of

the episodes being an exploration of performing a task based on a policy neural network

representing a reinforcement learning policy for the task:

storing, in a buffer, instances of robot experience data generated during the

episodes by the robots, each of the instances of the robot experience data being

generated during a corresponding one of the episodes, and being generated at least in

part on corresponding output generated using the policy neural network with

corresponding policy parameters for the policy neural network for the corresponding

episode;

iteratively generating updated policy parameters of the policy neural network,

wherein each of the iterations of the iteratively generating comprises generating the

updated policy parameters using a group of one or more of the instances of the robot

experience data in the buffer during the iteration; and

by each of the robots in conjunction with a start of each of a plurality of the

episodes performed by the robot, updating the policy neural network to be used by the

robot in the episode, wherein updating the policy neural network comprises using the

updated policy parameters of a most recent iteration of the iteratively generating the

updated policy parameters.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein each of the updated policy parameters defines a

corresponding value for a corresponding node of a corresponding layer of the policy neural

network.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the instances of the robot experience

data for a given robot of the robots are stored in the buffer at a first frequency that is a lower

frequency than a generating frequency of the iteratively generating the updated policy

parameters.

4 . The method of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the instances of the robot experience

data for each of the robots are stored in the buffer at corresponding frequencies that are each

lower than a generating frequency of the iteratively generating the updated policy parameters.



5 . The method of any one of claims 1-4, wherein storing, in the buffer, the

instances of the robot experience data is performed by one more of the processors in a first

thread and wherein the iteratively generating is performed by one or more of the processors in

a second thread that is separate from the first thread.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the first thread is performed by a first group of

one or more of the processors and the second thread is performed by a second group of one or

more of the processors, the second group being non-overlapping with the first group.

7 . The method of any one of claims 1-6, wherein each of the iterations of the

iteratively generating comprise generating the updated policy parameters based on minimizing

a loss function in view of a group of one or more of the instances of the robot experience data

in the buffer during the generating iteration.

8 . The method of any one of claims 1-7, wherein each of the iterations of the

iteratively generating comprises off-policy learning in view of a group of one or more of the

instances of the robot experience data in the buffer during the generating iteration.

9 . The method of claim 8, wherein the off-policy learning is Q-learning.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the Q-learning utilizes a normalized advantage

function (NAF) algorithm or a deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm.

11. The method of any one of claims 1-10,

wherein each of the instances of the experience data indicates a corresponding:

beginning robot state, subsequent robot state transitioned to from the beginning robot state,

action executed t o transition from the beginning robot state to the subsequent robot state,

and reward for the action;

wherein the action executed to transition from the beginning robot state to the

subsequent robot state is generated based on processing of the beginning robot state using the

policy neural network with the updated policy parameters for the corresponding episode, and

wherein the reward for the action is generated based on a reward function for the

reinforcement learning policy.

12. The method of any one of claims 1-11, further comprising:

based on one or more criteria, ceasing the performance of the plurality of episodes and

ceasing the iteratively generating;

providing, for use by one or more additional robots, the policy neural network with a



most recently generated version of the updated policy parameters.

13. A method comprising:

by one or more processors of a given robot:

performing a given episode of explorations of performing a task based on a

policy network having a first group of policy parameters;

providing first instances of robot experience data generated based on the policy

network during the given episode;

prior to performance, by the given robot, of a subsequent episode of performing

the task based on the policy network:

replacing one or more of the policy parameters of the first group with

updated policy parameters, wherein the updated policy parameters are

generated based on additional instances of robot experience data, generated by

an additional robot during an additional robot episode of explorations of

performing the task by the additional robot;

wherein the subsequent episode immediately follows the first episode,

and wherein performing the task based on the policy network in the subsequent

episode comprises using the updated policy parameters in lieu of the replaced

policy parameters.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

generating, by one or more additional processors and during the performance of the

subsequent episode, further updated policy parameters, wherein generating the further

updated policy parameters is based on one or more of the first instances of robot experience

data generated during the first episode; and

providing the further updated policy parameters for use by the additional robot in

performance of a corresponding episode by the additional robot.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the additional robot starts performance of the

corresponding episode during performance of the subsequent episode by the given robot.

16. The method of claim 14, wherein the further updated policy parameters are not

utilized by the given robot in performance of any episodes by the given robot.

17. The method of any one of claims 14-16, further comprising:

generating, by one or more of the additional processors, yet further updated policy



parameters, wherein the yet further updated policy parameters are generated during the

performance of the subsequent episode and are generated subsequent to generation of the

further updated policy parameters; and

providing the yet further updated policy parameters for use by the given robot in

performance of a further subsequent episode, by the given robot, of performing the task based

on the policy network;

wherein the further subsequent episode immediately follows the subsequent episode.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the given robot starts performance of the

further subsequent episode during performance of the corresponding episode by the

additional robot.

19. The method of claim 17, wherein the updated policy parameters and the yet

further updated policy parameters are not utilized by the additional robot in performance of

any episodes by the additional robot.

20. The method of any one of claims 13-18, wherein the updated policy parameters

are not utilized by the additional robot in performance of any episodes by the additional robot.

21. The method of any one of claims 13-20, wherein the policy network comprises a

neural network model.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein each of the updated policy parameters defines

a corresponding value for a corresponding node of a corresponding layer of the neural network

model.

23. The method of claim 13, further comprising, during performance of the given

episode of performing the task:

determining a violation, of one or more criteria for the given robot, in a given iteration

of output from the policy network;

modifying the output of the given iteration so that the one or more criteria are no

longer violated; and

generating a given instance of the instances of experience data based on the modified

output.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the criteria include one or more of: joint

position limits, joint velocity limits, and end effector positional limits.



25. The method of any one of claims 13-24, further comprising:

generating a given exploration of the explorations during the given episode by:

applying a current state representation as input to the policy network, the

current state representation indicating a current state of at least the given robot;

generating output by processing the input using the policy network; and

providing control commands to one or more actuators of the given robot based

on the output.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein providing the control commands to the

actuators based on the output comprises:

generating modified output by adding noise t o the output; and

providing the control commands based on the modified output.

27. The method of claim 25, wherein the output comprises a velocity or a torque for

each of a plurality of actuators of the robot, and wherein providing the control commands

comprises providing the control commands sot that the actuators apply the velocities or

torques.

28. The method of any one of claims 13-27, wherein each of the first instances of

the experience data indicates a corresponding: beginning robot state, subsequent robot state

transitioned to from the beginning robot state, action executed to transition from the

beginning robot state to the subsequent robot state, and reward for the action.

29. A method implemented by one or more processors, comprising:

receiving a given instance of robot experience data generated by a given robot of a

plurality of robots, wherein the given instance of the robot experience data is generated during

a given episode of explorations of performing a task based on a given version of policy

parameters of a policy network utilized by the given robot in generating the given instance;

receiving additional instances of robot experience data from additional robots of the

plurality of robots, the additional instances generated during episodes, by the additional

robots, of explorations of performing the task based on the policy network;

while the given robot and the additional robots continue the episodes of explorations of

performing the task, generating a new version of the policy parameters of the policy network

based on training of the policy network based at least in part on the given instance and the

additional instances;



providing the new version of the policy parameters to the given robot for performing of

an immediately subsequent episode of explorations of performing the task by the given robot

based on the new version of the policy parameters.

30. The method of claim 30, wherein receiving the given instance occurs in one

iteration of a plurality of experience data iterations of receiving instances of experience data

from the given robot, the plurality of experience data iterations occurring at a first frequency.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein training the reinforcement model to generate

the updated parameters comprises performing a plurality of training iterations including:

a first training iteration of training of the policy network based at least in part on the

given instance and the additional instances; and

one or more additional training iterations of training of the policy network based on yet

further instances of experience data from a plurality of the robots;

wherein the training iterations occur at a second frequency that is a greater frequency

than the experience data iterations.

32. A method implemented by one or more processors, comprising:

iteratively receiving instances of experience data generated by a plurality of robots

operating asynchronously and simultaneously, wherein each of the instances of experience

data is generated by a corresponding robot of the plurality of robots during a corresponding

episode of task exploration based on a policy neural network;

iteratively training the policy network based on the received experience data from the

plurality of robots to generate one or more updated parameters of the policy network at each

of the training iterations; and

iteratively and asynchronously providing instances of the updated parameters to the

robots for updating the policy neural networks of the robots prior to the episodes of task

explorations on which the instances of experience data are based.

33. The method of any one of claims 1-12, further comprising:

generating one or more motion commands, using the updated policy parameters of a

most recent iteration of the iteratively generating the updated policy parameters, to cause one

or more actuators of at least one of the plurality of robots to move and effectuate an action.

34. The method of any one of claims 29-31, further comprising:

performing, by the given robot, the immediately subsequent episode of explorations of



performing the task by the given robot based on the new version of the policy parameters.

35. The method of claim 32, further comprising:

performing, at the robots, said episodes of task explorations on which the instances of

experience data are based.

36. Computer-readable instructions, which when executed by computing apparatus,

cause the method of any one of the preceding claims t o be performed.

37. Apparatus configured to carry out the method of any one of the preceding

claims.
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